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|a. ABSTRACT
The redesign of the joints on the solid rocket motor (SRM) have prompted the need for
analyzing the behavior of the joints using several different types of analyses.
The types of analyses performed include modal _analysis, static analysis, transient response
analysis, and base driving response analysis. The forces used in these analyses to drive the mathe-
matical model include SRM internal chamber pressure, nozzle blowout and side forces, shuttle
vehicle lift-off dynamics, SRM pressure transient rise curve, gimbal forces and moments, actuator
gimbal loads, and vertical and radial bolt pr¢/oads.
The math model represented the aRM from the aft base tangent ra_int (I ,823.95 in) all the
way back to the nozzle, where a simplified, tuned _nozzlc model was attached. The new design
used the radial bolts as_an additional feature to reduce the gap opening at the aft dome/nozzle fixed
housing interface.
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TECIINICAL MEMORANDUM !, _4,_j
STATIC AND DYNAMIC DEFLECTION STUDIES OF THE SRM AFT
CASE/NOZZLE JOINT
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Background ',
Recently. there has been an.increasiug interest in el'ficiently developiQg large math model
configt, rations lbl: dynamic and static analyses. The prediction of the behavior of a structure is
generally based upon the results of the analysis of a mathematical model of the structure. The
accuracy of this prediction depends on how well the model approximates the structural characteris-
tics. For this reason, it is impoltant to know the limitations of modeling procedures, the software,
and the model developed to represent the structure.
The rapid development of computers has completely translormed research and engineering
practices in evcl'y technical field, particuhu'ly in the Iiekl of structural dynamic analysis. Conven- -
lional computers have rapidly branched out ilttO supercomputcrs, minicomputers, and graphics
computers and workstations. Personal computers today are as common as calculators were in the
1970"s and slide rules in the 1960"s and belbre. Microcomputers are being developed with
unprecedented memory, speed, and graphics capabilities. Most of the math modeling experience
has been accumul:lted in the last two decades primarily because of the development of and increase
in the use of computers.
Math model chau'ucteristics should be similar to that of the physical structure. Models are
used to plan. design, arid study the physical structure. Itl most ca_s, modeling and analysis of the
nlodel reduces the cost, risk. and the amount of time required to accomplish these tasks. Frequent-
ly, math modeling of the structure is the only way to do this because the hardware may be
unusable or unavailable for testing or for other purposes.
In order to resolve pl'oblerns using math models, it is necessary to understand the system (or
strncture) and the problelns reh,ting to that system. Math models should be developed, from the
start, with a specific problem or set of problems in mind to facilitate best use of the model. The
software used to transb, te the model into a form usable by these newer generation computers must
also be u snitable vehicle to perlorm this task. The results (output) should also be able to be
analyzed and correctly interpreted such that engineering decisions to resolve the problem can be
made. The success of a modeler depends on how well he/she can define significant elements of the
problem, estabiish the rel.'ttionship between each part, and obtain •meaningful and accurate inforlna-
tion from the model. This report presents a technical study of this type for the solid rocket motor
(SRM) aft dome/no_,u.le for the Space Shuttle vehicle.
(9
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,r. B Purpose
• _' Several types of structural dynamic and static response analyses were pcrfomlcd on the
_'_'_i SRM aft case/nozzle joint, with aU-the results from these studies being prcs_lted in this repor!.. TI_e m in purpo_ of this study was to d termine-gap deflect_m at the joint caused by th
i _ chamber pressure, nozzle blowout forces, actuator gimbal loads, and-vehicle low-frequency vibra--
._2. tion-aceelerations. The computed data is compared with test data to verify the model of the SRM
struetBrc.
_i"_, The location and configuratiorHff the joirt can be seen on Figure I with the enlargement on
_.i'il. Figure 2 showing a close-up-of the joint with the new design using the-radial bolts. (The old
_i design did not include the radiat bolts.) The aft dome, fixed housh_g, and nozzle were modeled
using MacNeal Schendler NASTRAN (MSC/NASTRAN). Figure I shows a cross-section of these
'i parts and their relativ positions. The model was fixed in the X, Y,_and Z directions at the tangent
_ point, the tangent point being located a short distance below the aftmost factory joint on the aft .
•_ segment of the SRM as shown in Figure I.
POINT
(SRBSTATION
X=1823.951
NOZZLE
FIXED
L
_!=.i Figure I. ,_R|_ aft dollle/nt,zzle joint.
"!
Ill .
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Figure 2. Currentjoint design.
II. MODEL DEVELOPMENT +
J
The analysis of the SRM aft dome/nozzle joint structure involved developing a large finite r
element model of the aft dome, the fixed housing, and the nozzle. The model was developed using 4 ,_
an Intergraph Graphics Design Station (IGDS) workstation for input to MSC/NASTRAN software :' [
on the IBM/Cray computer. 1"hestructural dimensions and details were obtained from Morton 1 i
Thiokof drawings noted in References I through4 ......... _
i
An isometric view of the model is shown on Figure 3, which started with approximately
32,400 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) and then was reduced to approximately 22,050 DOF. The nozzle
is modeled with beam elements and includes two rod elements for.the nozzle actuators. Plate, bar,
. rod, and solid elements are used to model the complete joint structure. The aft skirt was not
included in the math model because it is much stiffer than the aft dome, to which it is connected,
so that the :rnalysis would provide conservative results. The math model was developed in the full
360-degree configuratinn to allow for unsymmetrical- loading and checking results in an
unsymmetrical fashion to be sure the worst case was enveloped.
The model was developed with more fidelity (finer grid mesh) at the fixed housing/aft dome
interface (Fig. 2) with 2,100 grid'; between these parts. At the SRM case tangent point, the
boundary/base of the model, the model has the coarsest grid spacing with 50 stations around the
circle. This spacing compares to 200 stations around the circle at the aft dome/fixed housing
intcrl:ace. The fixed housing and ,dt dome are held together with both vertical (axial) and radial
3
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_:- : Figure 3. SRB aft dome/nozzle joint dynamic model.
_!_-_ bolts. These bolts are modeled with three grids and two bars, one bar which has the bolt prcload
: applied to it. This preload helps h)wer the gap opening when the loads, such as the SRM internal
-::7_ pressure, are applied to the structure. The effects of the bolt preloads are included in th_ analyses
•-,.. results and will be evident in the data presented. The 50 boundary support points were all
_! constrained in the three translational• directions, The low fi'cquency vibrational motion at these _,')
points were available only in the three translation directions, therefore the rotational DOF's were
removed from these boundary points.
_._. - The I]ex bearing assembly in-the center area of the model and the vertical bolt are;t of the
__- model (Figs. I and 2) were made with slightly less fidelity than the radial bolt area of the model
- -- to minimize the number of DOF and speed up the amdysis titae, For example, the stiffness of the
• flex bearing area is not directly included at the fixed housing/nozzle interface, but the nozzle I_
_, of the model was tuned to nozzle/llex bearing frequencies 15,61 to account for this I]cxibility in the
_ -., model and match the structure's behavior. To help accomplish this step witl_ the model, the rota-
tional stiffnesscs at the fixed housing/nozzle interface was leli out to represent the flex bearing
_ii more accurately, The nozzle is represented by a cantilevered beam with dynamic chancteristics
, similar to a larger, mr)re detailed and complete nozzle infidel,
""%" I
_L The primary purpose of the model w:ls to provide dellcctions along the vertical face at the
locations of the primary O-ring and the r.'atial bolt. The modeling procedures used in developing
this model t'ellcet this purpose, This repola presents only the deflections along the vertical face
_'i between the aft dome and the nozzle fixed hotlsing. Figure 4 shows .'t section of the :d't dome/fixed
z_, 4
t,
'19890'19'197-I'9A09
X=-49.20
.-: 907
BOLT NOT USED
:;- _ IN ORIGINAL DESIGN
.__ • DOTS ARE GRIDS AT
THE INTERFACE
I
Figure 4. X-location of gridpoints in gap.
housing interface with these locations she_'wn as dots where gridpoints were on this vertical face.
For example, a dot (also a gridpoint), located at station -50.587 inches is at the eenterline of the
radial bolts.
III. THEORETICAL TREATMENT - ASSUMPTIONS AND EQUATIONS
The eqnations Ibr this type of study primarily involve the use of large mass and stiffness
m_,riccs. The finite element technique, using NASTRAN liar example, ix a way of constructing the
- mass and stil'l'ttess matrices. These matrices are then used to develop a group of second-order dif-
ferential equations which are Io be solved simultaneously. The equations also include damping,
•: which represents lhe structure's ability to absorb energy. Many types of loads arc applied to the
structure and arc included in these equations. The equations, including mass. stiffness, damping,
: _: and applied Ibrccs, are as follows:
IMI {Xd + Icl {R_} + IKI {xj} = {F_} (I)
where
1989019197-TSA10
- IMI - massmatrix
t lCl - damping !!La._trix .......
d
- IK] - stiffness matrix
! {Fi} - forces acting at grid i on tile model
{Xi} - general vector representing the deflection at grid i on the model.
_:;', The mass matrix is an array representing, the weight of the structure distributed over the grid
points of the model, while the stiffne._s matrix is an array representing the stiffness between tile
grid points. The force vector on the right side of equation (l) are the forces acting at various grid
_t ,, points on the model. These forces include internal chamber pressure, blowout force, pressure forces i
-- _': and moments from nozzle gimbal, actuator gimbal forces, gravity, and qua:,i-static load factors. !
R--::_ The pressure forces are applied in several different ways. The chambe, pressure acts over the ali
_-_ dome, the fixed housing, the nozzle, and other areas of the SRM. However, the math model in
--_i this report includes only the aft dome, fixed housing, and nozzle. The primary area of interest for i
_-,_ this report is the worst case gap deflection, at the aft dome to fixed housing interface around the i
entire 360 degrees of the model. The chamber pressure acting on the aft dome and fixed housing is
:= applied as a force acting at each grid point. The pressures acting on the nozzle are integrated over
--_:'_ the surface of the nozzle to establish Ibrces and moments at the nozzle ali end ring l'ace (Fig. 1).
The gas dynamic equations used (t'rom Reference 7) to establish the nozzle forces and momeuts
:_: were developed by the Morton Thiokol Space Division and are presented in the Iollowing J'or
-_;. completeness.
_-_i__: The axial comoonent (orbiter X-direction) of the force is:
._.:
_.
i:?. FNBO = A,, " P_'hn + TVAC (I - cos 0) + Pamb (Av.p cos 0 - AEI_) (2)
where
FNn o = nozzle axial blowout force - vertical conlponent of gimbal nozzle force (parallel to
motor axis), lb,_
AN = I.l)26 in2 - ratio of null position nozzle force to nozzle stagnation pressure,
P_h,, = nozzle stagnation pressure, psia,
TVAt. = vacuum thrust, Ib,
P^,.h = ambient pl:cssure, psia,
Al_=,= 'rr(74.822) 2 = 17,588 in2 - nozzle exit phme area,
1989019197-TSA11
(| : gimbal angle,degrees, _i
't
'_le lateral component of the force (Ib) clue lo gimbal angle is: 1_,
Fnt..t = (Tv^- -c_=_Au'_,Pa._h) sin 0 (31 ....
The force direction is opposite to that of the gimbal direction.
• The yaw/pitch moment (in-lb) at the aft end ring due to nozzle gimbal is:
: Mvtt,tt = Z|,t, Fnt._ (4)
where
... Zpp = 6.057 in = moment arm between nozzle pivot point and aft end ring face.
The lateral component of the transient force (Ib) due to gimbaling rate is:
FNt.atXr = (4.521 X 10"5) LN lil (} COS 0 (5)
'- where__ i
L N = 175.757 in = nozzle nose to exit length,
- 0 = 5 deg/s = maximum nozzle gimbaling rate,
' rh= total mass IlOw rate,_Jbm/s.
II
I• The axial component of the transient l_rce due to gimbaling rate is:FNBOTr = (4.521 X I0-'_)LN I'n 0 sln0 (6)The transient yaw/pitch moment at the aft end ring face due to gimba)ing rate is: I
Mvd'rr - (4.521 X 10"s) Zn LN dl () (7) I
T
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1i' wher_ .....
. ; J
_'_i ZN = 53.221 in moment arm hctwccn-nol_.lc midpoint and afl _ml rin_ face.
,i
|{tlu:llious (2) throngh (7) give the l'tn'ces c,'ulscd hy th_ g:ls tlyuanlics involved while operat-
iil_ rite SRM, :l'hcs¢ I'.i'ccs, :is descl'Jhcd, act at the nozzle aft end ring face wilh t11¢associated ¢
: nlon)euls, I':quation (2) gives the uoz/.le Howotlt force which acts in tile dil'ectit}n _1 the Space
Shuttle Vehicle (SSV) X-axis on the nozzle aud feuds to push tile nozzle dc}wl]ward. (i.e.. tile SSV
• ' + X direclion), Equation (3) gives the later:ll l_wce iIcthlg Oll the ilO)tzlc caused hy thrust aud
' nozzle gilnbal. Equation (4) gives the moluent acting on the aft cud ring face with the force Fnt..t
_- also applied at the aft end I'hlg J_lce. t_quatiollS (5). (6). and (7) give forces cau tile nozzle
gimbal rate and the fact that there is a fluid mass moving through the nozzle. These forces and
moments, in most cases, are going to be small and will have litth', inilucnee on tile gap motion
studied in this analysis, compared to the effect of-the internal chamber pressure and the radial holt
preloads which have more .inlluence.
-: ,. Now that the various parts of equation (I) have been described, the solutions ttJ this equa-
. .- tion and their uses will be discussed. The direct transient response analysis, the static analysis, and ....
"' the base driving response analysis were all solved-using different techniques which will be
discussed in the lbllowing paragraphs.
A. Direct Transient Response Analysis
The direct transient response approach was used to calculate vibrational motion of the gap
caused by the buildup of the SRM chamber pressure al ignition and gimbal forces (caused by the
_ nozzle). This approach is referred to as a direct apl',roach because equation (I) is used in
NASTRAN and solved without calculating modes and frequencies o[" the model. In othcr words,
tile rnodal I'eslxmsc method was not used. The equation was solved numerically in NASTRAN
(i.e., not in closed form). The input forces build up from zero to their nlaximum values using the
same time scale and shape of curve as the chamber pressure rise curve. The loads applied were the
internal chamber pressure, the nozzle blowout force, and the side forces and nloments from nozzle
gimbal as shown ill ,:quations (2) through (7). The chamber pressure is distributed over the aft
dolne and fixed housing while the blowout force is acting on the top end of the nozzle and the
gimbal side forces are applied at the nozzle aft end ring face. The results of this study are
presented in Section V.
B. Static Analysis
IP i- The I'orces used ill the static analysis were the m:lximtnn I'_}rt.-esfronl tile direct transiellt
response analysis while .'list} inehtding the nozzle actuator fi)rces and tile liftoff load I:aclors. The
static .'Ul:llysis was also conducted using NASTRAN. The stiffness matrix of tile nlalh model was
•--" used t_ obtain dellections and stresses. The mass nlatrix was also used ill tile analysis to apply the
liftoff load I'uctol'S Ill each grid point of the model It} establish tile :leceleratiou iudl.lced loads. The
uozzle actuator liHecs 9,ere applied It) the nozzle at the locations where tile I_oth}tll of the :letuahn
._1_ ties into the nozzle. These Ibrccs were calculated usiug the maxiqmln no>'zle design hending
•' inonlcnt of 4,210,000 in-lhs (obtained Irolll l{efcrence 8). i
t
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C. Base Driving R_sp._onse Analysis
The b:u,,;c,.h'ivin._bresl',t_ns¢;.q_proachwas used Io dctcrmirJe thc inl'lucllC¢ thai I,ehiclc
dyll;Int]c InOli(nl (vJ_.ll'/,l_Oll) |1;.is ()11 Ih0 _2_lp,dcJ'Jocti()llS |It the afl dotn¢ to fixed hoLtSill_J ill|Cl'J','lC(2,
• The vehicle dyn:mlic :lccclcr:ttion,_ were taken fronl R_._¢k_,.vellh_ads studies l_¢rfornled- _.nltIle erltire
J-._dlb. shuttle vehicle (launch c_mfiguration). The _lcceleratiom, were defined-in these studies at ft_ul"
p(isitions ;n'onlld tile case :tl SRB station 1.61)6.72 ill. Oil degrees apart in tile SSV coordinate i
_.._! system Y-Z phmc. The mad_ model has its boundaries at ,station 1,823.95 in. Thcrclorc, one of the
• :.lSSt111111tionslilt" this analysis was that file '.tcc¢leralions al tile tw,I SRB star(tins would be similar in
F/_; both magnill.lde-and I'rcqucncy content. These accelerations were available at these points around
_-i both th_ Icfl and right_SRl:Vs. Th.:' worst case accclcr.'ttions were obtained fl'onl these data itl each
drive analysis. "rile ¢quati(m used to perlk)l"nl lhis ol_91'_.!!io!li_;(1¢17i'¢¢d.in the Appendix as equatioll ........
(26) and in pl'CSClated here as cqu:ttion (8).
[M<,,I {q} + 12r_ol JM,ql {_t} + I(0"I JM,.ql {q} = I_bl"r ({F._} - IM_,tl {R,} - IM_-.,I_._I {XI})
(8)
where
ill:: IM¢,,I = J,l,J" IM__,I J,J,. (gc.,cralizcd mass) J
_2 12{tollM_.,.I = I_bl"r IC_,-I I_bl (gCncl'alized danlpillg)
t
o_l._LllM_.,al= Icl>l'r IK_,_,II(l>l (generalized stiffness) I
_" IM_,_,I = IMI_
and,
_. Ic::I..=. 1('1
:- IK.,.q = IKI
;.n'c I'l'Oltl Ctltlati_,)ll ( I ) _1" this section.
: ' The other variables arc
_:_! {XI} - boundary b_lsc driving accelerations.
•, {F._}- applied forcing functions -- {0} lilt base driving°
-
'._
1/31- rigid body tl':m.,,l'ormation, that changes bound_ry accelerations to body (model
gridpoint accelerations|.
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IM._tJ--p_n'tition _1'mas_ matrix rd_u'._ to tile t_roundpoinls; cnly-.appeLr_'____lt.th¢free-frec
T- , purtithni of the matrix,
.?
{q} - generalized m_xlul-coen'dinatcs,.......
?J'
_ IcI_l-the mod'Mdellecti,msealcuhLled_rOlllequation(I). '_
._: The flowchartforthecomputm"programwhid_runsthisanalysisisdiagrammedin-Figure
,,- 5. The program resides on computer files and is run using FORTRAN programs. The ch;u't-begins ',
iJl_: on the left with data on file created using NASTRAN and other FORTRAN-programs. The chart
ends on the right with response versus time of accelen_tions and deflections. It can be seen thal-the
final dellections versus tinle in physical discrete coordinates are calculated from the f(_llowing t
equation:
t_
{X:(t)}--LI31{X}+ N,I{q} 19) II
I
i where X is the motion at the support points of the hardware and q is the vibrational motion of the
point in generalized coordinates. The product of I_bl and {q} transforms the deflections into physical
- discrete coordinates represented by Xz{t).
_ IV. TYPES OF ANALYSES
--_ A. Modal Analysis ........
I The modal analysis was conducted on the al't case/fixed housing model with the nozzlebeam model to obtain the modes, I'requen_:ies. anti lhe nlass and stiffness matriccs Ibr use ill the 1
i base driving response analyses.
1
_-_, A detailed math model of the aft case to fixed housing was devcleped to ensure a high
-_ degree of fidelity at the joint, but the nozzle was represented by a beam model developed with a
minimum number of DOF. However, to ensure accurate results, the nozzle beam model was luned
to match results of a very detailcd modal analysi,,i of a cantilevered nozzle, which included steps of
- tuning the model withont the actuators, and then with them attached. This detailed analysis is
_. published in Rel'ercnces 5 and 6.
The SRB mass property dotnlncnl was also used It) obtain the correcl mass for both the
detailed part o1"thc model and the simplified nozzle part of the model as well as the total mass i()r
the combined m_del. The masses Ironl this analysis compared well with the masses found ill the
mass pn_perly report. The Ii-equcncies and nit)tie sh:tp¢ descriptions of this model arc sht_wn in
Table I and the mode shapes arc plotted in Figures 6 Ihnml.h 12. The lower frequency inodcs
-._ describe inc_i.ion of tile nozzle which is reprcscntcd by bcullls and are seen us lines coming out of
the botlonl center (_1the model on tile views shown of the In_dal plots. Modes 6 and "] inwllvc
tnt)st ol" the t'lcxible n|_}lic_n of Ihc entire aft dome :|nd fixed h_using.
10
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q'I.'AI.'H.Et. FREQUENCIES AND-MODE SHAPE DESCRI[_I"IONS-
t
.f
Mode Frcqucnc-y Description
I 2.22Hz First tonsional mode of-nozzle- _"
]
2 14.73 Hz First vectoring mode of nozzle
3 15.27 Hz Second vectoring mode of nozzle_ i_
4. 22.28 Hz Third vectoring mode of nozzle
i
5 22.32 Hz Fourth vectoring mode of nozzle_ i
6 65.47 Hz Vectoring mode of nozzle combiaed with flexing
of (_ome
7 185.5 Hz Flexiap_.mode of dome combined-with much
dome _'orsion
\
Figure 6. Modal delbrmation: Mode I. frequency 2.22 Hz. I •
12
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__ Figure 7, Modal delbrmation: Mode 2, frequency 14.73 Hz._
\
" Figure 8. Modal deformation: Mode 3, frequency 15.27 Hz.
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i I
Figure 9. Modal deformation: Mode 4, frequency 22.28 Hz. 14
;!
\
14 Figure 10. Mod,'d deformation: Mode 5, frequency 22.32 H_,. _!
1989019197-TS B05
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Figure I I. Modal delbrmation: Mode 6, frequency 65.47 Hz.
"_, Figure 12. Modal deformation: Mode 7, frequency 185.5 Hz.
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B. Static Analysis
The slalic :malysis iJwolvcd al_plyin_ the maxilnums for every type of load considered. The X
- loads applied were internal ci]anlber pressure, nozzle blowout forces, aclJ.lalor ginthal forces, Vel'li-
cal and radial hoh preloads, gravily magnified by a steady slate acceleration f_lgtol', and vehicle
low fretluency vehicle dynamic accelerations applied at all the grid points in the model. This was
i done for each flight event, a total of five different subcases (flight times). I-:,ach flight event
hwnlved-a subset of_these Ibrces using the applicable values for the i]_taximtun in each snhcase.
i l The first event considered, lilioff, was the only case in which the vehicle low frequencyii vehicle dynamic accelerations (quasi-static) were applied. The other four events - roll maneuver,
maximum dynamic pressure (max q). maximuln acceleration (max g), and pre-staging (SRB separa-
tion) - include the remainder of the loads considered. A table summarizing these values used in
each of the five cases is shown in Table 2.
:- In addition to all these cases, the model was run without the radial bolts, as in the old
design, to compare the behavior of the no-bolt configuration to that of the new 7/8-in radial bolt
flight configuration. The force values used in the no-bolt analysis are also the ones shown in
Table 2.
C. Transient Response Analysis
In the transient response analysis, the opening of the gap was computed as a i"CSl_onscto the
i_ input pressure transient (Fig. 13) and other forces related to the pressure transient such as the
_i blowout forces. This an:dysis was perfimned to observe the dynamic effects (overshoot. amplifica-
I tion, etc.) on the gap opening compared to the static value of the gap opening. For this reason, the
- slope of the chamber pressure rise curve is important. For example, if the chamber pressure curve
rises to a peak from zero time to a time equal to one-fourth the period of the first imtul'al fre-
quent:y of the structure, then large vibrational responses in the structure can occur.
_! An enveloping pressure curve was obtained from References 9 and 10 and used to force the
math model. The curve is a smooth pressure rise curve with the dynamic behavior of the model
mainly sensitive to the slope of the curve. The pressure rise curve builds tip in (1.2 s. This would
:. resonate with a frequency of approximately I Hz. 1/(4x0.2) = 1.25 Hz. The lower frequencies of
the whole model with the nozzle are 14 ttz to 22 ttz and the natural frequency of the aft dome/
fixed housing is 65 Hz. h can be seen by comparing these frequencies to the forcing I'unctitm fre- '/
queney that there will probably be very little dynalnic response due to the pressure transient curve, t
I!1 A check case was run with the slope of the pressure tr:msient curve increased by a factor ofi
! 10. The resttlts show an increase in the amount of the dynamic response, but colnpared to the
I static pale of the dellection, the dynamic portion of the deflection is still very sm,'dl. These
response plots are shown in Section V.
r
I1 ;!lg
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TABLE-2. SUMMARY OF FLIGHTLOADS -- Ii
Liftoff- Roll Maneuver Max Q Max G Pre-Stage
Internal pressul'o _ 920 psi 930 P_i 788 psi 673 psi_ 90.7 psi
Steady state ;_
acceler.'ltion (G's) 1.4 1.4 2.0 3.0 3.0
Blowout forces:
Axial (lb) 1.13+6 1.14+6 8.60+5 7.07+5 9.30+4 :
Side (Ib) 113.649 28-5,261 265,833 171.,362 43,609 ._:_
Moment (in-lb) 24,653 25,616 21,923 19,157 2,960
Actuator loads:
X 23,32('1 23.320 23.320 23,320 23,320
Y -51 •621 -51-.621 -51,621 -51,621 -51,621 .,
Qua.,;i-static load
factors:*
X + 1.0/-4.0
Y i 1.6
Z ---6.8
(Nozzle mass = 18,873 Ib)
:_;From Re,fcrence 8.
t
4
• I
4_
2_
01 I I I I I I I I
o.o o.l o41 0,3 OA 0.5 O.E 0.? O,I O,I 1.0
TIME (SEC)
Figure 13. Measured pressure on aft SRM dome.
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D. Base Orlvlng Response Analysis
• i The basedriving response_malysiswas cond.ctcd,using the model an;dysisdata described
above in SectionIV.A. Vehicle accelerationtime histories from coupled loads analysis were.used
•' at the model attach points-to drive the model. Typical plots of these tbne histories at a grid are
"_ shnwn on Figures 14, 15, and 16.
The llow chart (Fig. 5) shows all the steps necessary to calculate loads and deflections fr.mn
base input accelerations. Steps I and 2 (step numbers are shown in the upper right corners of the
blocks), show the accelerations and enforced displacements used to drive the model as input to
I_. start the analysis. Steps 3 through 14 show all the matrix manipulations performed using the mass
and-stiffness matrices. Both the free-free matrices, Mn- and Kn, were input to the.base drivingil2
r"i_ program and disassembled into the ground motion partitions, M._l and K21, and the cantilevered
_ partitions, Mz2 and K22. h is also possible to obtain these cantilevered matrices directly I'rom a ;_t
;i! '_ modal analysis with the base of the model-constrained. To make the partitioning step a single il
_:_ operation, the ground points in both matrices were repositioned to the first rows (and columns) I_i,_ while using NASTRAN. The K22 partition of the stiffness matrix was inverted and combined with
:'_.i the other partition of the stiffness matrix to form a new matrix called the beta (13) nmtrix. This ,,[
"<_' new matrix is then combined with the M-,., partition and added to the M2j partition of the mass ]
...... matrix to form a coefficient matrix for the base input accelerations. This coeMcient was developed
in equation (8) of the previous theoretical section, h
:)::i:
_::._ The mode shapes, natural frequencies, normalized mass matrix, and the time vector (steps
:" 15 through 27), along with the newly lbrmed forcing function matrix, are then fed into a modal
response subroutine shown in Figure 5 as ZTR3. The modal responses from the ZTR3 reutine arc
-:.:. then used as input for another response subroutine (ZTRAE) where these responses are transformed
back into physical domain accelerations, velocities, and deflections. These physical coordinates
_;_: describe the model's response to the original input forcing functions giving the gap dellections and
_; loads as desired. The results of this analysis are shown in Section V.
_:. V. RESULTS
A. Model Verification with Transient Pressure Test Article (TPTA) Test Results..•
,_ The TPTA test series were used to verify the aft case/nozzle joint model for these analyses
-. ! by using the math model with slight changes in its configuration to model "rPTA conditions.
b_i i accurately. Details of the TPTA test setup were obtained from Reference I I. The TPTA test usedloads matching the flight wdues except for bolt preloads and nozzle loads. The test also had
slightly different boundary eonditi_ms. The actual test set-up had a plug fitted tightly into the fixed
_ : housing/nozzle interface area with an O-ring sealing this joint for the TlrrA test.
The main modification to the math model was removing the beam model of the nozzle arid
_. fixing the houndary conditions at the fixed housing/plug interface in all translational directionsr
,_ except the X-direction. This, most likely, makes the model stiffer than the test article in this area.
Other modifications included lowering the radial and vertical huh preloads from the Ilight values to
18
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Figure 14. Base driving forcing function X-direction.
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Figure 15. Base driving forcing function Y-direction, i
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Figure 16, Base driving forcing function Z-direction.
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.I the re.st v;dl.lcs. Typical preloatL-v;dues for the-flighl ¢onfigur:ltion I_lr the verlic:d and-radial hotls
are 141,00l):rod45,000 lh,i'cspcclively.The pr¢Ioad_forth¢.Tl_TA.tenlscolnparcat92,000 and
25,000 Ih for thc vertical and radial bolts.
Tlledeflectiongauge locationsused inlhc"L'PTAtestwere at tilesiiilleeiI'cund't:rcntirlloca-
!: lions ;.is tile model where grkl points and displaccnlent hlfornlatlon was retained. Thesc locations
wcre obt:dned froln Morton Thiokol drawing No. 7U75234 1121.!
The plot in Figure 17 shows the individual, data points fi'om the first.TtrFA test as stars and
___i tile analytical results l'rom the model as circles connected-with a line. The two sets of data arcplotted together to show the similarity between.the test results and the analysis results. The analyti-
C: cal results envelope the test data which shows that the model is-conservative for studying the jointbehavion
B. Analyses Results
---'_! Results ol" the static and dynamic deflection analyses for the flight configuration are covered
-_'._, in this section. In general, the maximum envelope results of all cases are shown. Four locations
--.i--_- with grid points were used in the model on the vertical face _t the aft case/fixed housing interface
_i---_-=_'A shown in Figure 4. The results for the vertical face are summarized on Figures 18 through 22. The
actual detbrmations calculated by the model along the vertical face are shown as deflected shapes
', 0.012
_I_ O SRM ANALYSIS DATA
"-_'_ lk TPTA TEST DATA
i..! 0.010
w
0.008---:i! ." *
0.006 ."
"
i 0.0o,
o.oo2
i.
; 7; (PRIMARY)
0.000
•52 -51 -50 -49 -48
DISTANCEFROMCASETANGENTPOINTTOGAP(X-DIR.),INCHES
_--;_i 9.0 Figure 17. Static gap hetween fixed hot, sing and aft do,ne - TPTA test.
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0.007
,2LIFTOEF ,_
0.006 _ MAX.O
¢n 0,005LIJ
- _ ! m MAX.ACCELERATION _;'.
i
0.004
Lg
0.003
i -" _ 0,002 O-RING GAP(PRIMARY)
0.001
0.000
-52 -51 -50 .49 -48
DISTANCEFROM CASETANGENTPOINTTO GAP (X-DIR.),iNCHES
Figure 18. Static gap between fixed housing and aft dome - flight math model.
l
Figure 19, Static deflected model compared with undcflected model.
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ml'iI_ 0.06 GAP BETWEEN FIXED HOUSING & AFT CASE
_.'_
_. 0.05
_._. :c uu_
RADIAL BOLTS
, 0.04
!2,:: f,_
' .... w ^.__
i C=- {,_
_z
£::) 0.02_i; "" 0.007
:> /8 R
_i_- '_ ADIAL BOLTS
,__ _ 0.006
L:: o.
E_ 0.005
i: 0.004
0,003
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. o.oo, i I
_P'_ 0.000 =''''' ,[,l,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,
-52 -51 "50 -49 -46
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I;igure20. Gap dcilection._with and withoul radial bolts.
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. _ Figure 21, Transient analysi:, gap deflections,
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• Figure 22. Relative vibration gap motion at aft dome/fixed" housing (X-direction). i
:_'_ on Figure 18. Figure 18 she-ws.the deflections at.different flight events plotted to scale, while i i
.j_iJ Figure 19 gives the cross-section deflections amplified by a large scale factor so that the general _,_
-o shape of the deflection pattern can be studied. !,
Figure 20 shows two static deflection curves, in the radial direction, for the vertical part of
] the gap between the aft case dome and the nozzle fixed housing for 930 psi chamber pressure and
4.8-degree nozzle gimbal angle. Curves are shown for the configuration without radial bolts (old !
design) and with the 7/8-i,,ch radial bolts (new design). Deflections at the centerline of tile primary
i
' i
_-_.1 O-ring gap can be seen by following the horizontal axis to the markings on. the graph and going up ! _
_. : to both curves. The left end of each curve is the bottom of the vertical part of the gap between the
_:- :: aft case and the fixed housing and the right end is the top. As can be seen from the figure, the
_. 7/8-inch radial bolt reduces the gap opening by almost an order of magnitude with respect to the
_-__ configuration without radial bolts. Figure 18 shows the results of the studies using the 7/8-inch
radial bolts lbr difl'erent flight times and conditions (chamber pressure and nozzle gimbal angles).
_:: The top curve is for the vehicle roll maneuver case. This case was run using 930 psi as the motor
_:- internal, chamber pressure, a nozzle gimba_ angle of 4.8 degrees, with blowout tk_rces, actuator
lbrces, steady-state vehicle accelerations, gimbal side force and moment. The next worst case isliftoff, with 920 psi chamber pressure, 2-degrees nozzle gimbal angle, liftoff vehicle accelerations, t Jand the same type of forces and moments as indicated above for the roll maneuver. The third
--.' curve is for the maxinnun dynamic pressure event with parameters of 788 psi chamber pressure and
5-degrees gimbal angle. The last ease shown is for the maximum acceleration case using 673 psi
- and 3.7-degrees gimbal angle.
Transient response results during liftoff are shown as gap relative deflection versus time on
:: Figure 21. The Ik)ur curves are the four locations on the vertical face where tile rehnive deflections
were calculated as shown on Figure 4. These curves follow the shape of the pressure versus time
with only a slight anlount of vibration as shown on the curves in the period of tinle when the
maxinlum pressure is reached. These curves are presented to show the snmll amoi.nt of vibration
, which occnrs ill the gap between the aft donle housing and nozzle fixed housing as a result of the
" ' applied transient lbrces. The nlaximunl delqection at the top of the gap is (I.0063 inch as shown.
• ' Studies were also pcrlormed using liftoff vehicle dynamic motion base drive tile nozzle/aft
case joint structtural nlodcl with accclcr:ttion time histories li'onl STS coupled loads analysis 1131.
i The results of Illis study show extren,ely small dellectimls at tile m_zzlc/aft case joint gap :ts a
24
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rcsuttofvehiclelow frequency'_ibration.nput.Thiscm_bcseenon-FLgure22 andshowstherela-
_ " dye-deflectionbctwconboth-sidesat-thetopofthegap.As can-beseen,the.rclatLvedeflections
arcvci:ysmallcomparedtotheotheranalyses(ofordcr< I--×t0-% Otherdeflectionsdown the _,iiii
face.ofthe.verticalp rtofth_gapw Ib_ smaller. ,,_
Theseanalyseshaveshown that-nozzle-to-casejointdynamicgapdeflectionmotioncaused ,_
by SRB internal chamber pre._ure buildup, nozzle gimbaling, and vehicle low frequency dynamic ::_
=. motion is very small compared to the static gap deflection. The maximum gap opening at the ,,
ccnterlinc of the primary O-ring is approximately 0.0049 inch using the.7/8-inch radio! bolt con-
!':_ • figuratlon with a nominal preload of 45,000 lb.. .!
i ' ,/
_:2: VI. C_ONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS i
•
A very large linite element analytical math model of the SRM aft dome/nozzle, joint for the i_ ill
Space Shuttle vehicle was developed to investigate gap dellections at the O-ring seal during simula-
- ted llight operation. All in-llight static and dynamic environments or lbrcing functions were applied
to the analytical: mt_dcl to calculate the gap deflections. In addition, the finite element math model
was modified slightly to simulate an experimental program conducted to measure the gap deflec- _,,.
tions. The analylical :tnd experimental results closely match. This comparison provides confidence
in analytically predicting the gap deflections during flight, and is considered a step forward in the
use of finite clement modeling techniques Ibr large complex structures. It is recommended that this
type study he conducted in the future on all O-ring interfaces for high pressure solid rocket motors.
_I_
:2-
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: APPENDIX
:I Responss Equations for Base Motion Excitation
By Wayne Holland, S&E.ASTN-ADL
March I,1971
The equation of motion for a discretely modeled structure can be written in matrix form asi
[M] {X} + [C]1)_}+ [K]{X} = {F(t)} (I)
-- where:
[MI, [C], [K] = mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively
{X}, {)(}, {X} = acceleration, velocity, and displacement vectors of discrete coordinates.
Consider that the system of equation (I) has n number of degrees of freedom. That is [M], [CI,
and [K] are n x n matrices and, correspondingly, {X}, {)_}, {X}, and {F} are n x I matrices
(vectors). Additionally, consider that m number of the displacements are known or prescribed. The
known or prescribed displacement functions are referred to as base motions.
!
We can partition equation (I) to reflect the prescribed coordinates in the m x I vector, i
{Xj}, and the remaining coordinates.in the (n-m) x I vector, {X2}. With this partitioning scheme, I
equation (I) takes the form
"11 iI i '.,--- + IF,<.',..... + ........... . (2)_ L,,,,.' ,,:di: Le_,Ic:,d L._,It<._:J-_ _..>(t)_ 1
. t
Let {hi be the n x I vector of resultant external forces (includes applied and inertial i
Ibrces). Then the relationship between resultant external foi'ces and the displacements can be
written in partitioned form as
1711F'<":'4ix'i= ......... (3)
-i [K_,'K2:J( x2)
i PRECEDIN_ P._,GEBLANK NOT FILMED 1I
• ,..._ t _
, _i--._.k---_,,.,dllrlintailllliIx,axK I
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- Now let us define the {X2} displace_monts to I__ea_suptrposition of two parts
!.
: {x_4= {x_} + {xC} (4) ,-
r
.: . where:
{X2°} = displacements that occur at the {X2} coordinates due to {Xi} displacements, eon-
_. sidering the {X2} coordinates to.be unloaded; i.e., with {P2} = 0
_ {Xc} = displacements that occur at the {X2} coordinates considering the {X j} displacements
constrained to he zero and with the {X2} coordinates loaded; i.e., with {P2} _ O.
_.-i Now we can determine {X by applying equation (3) with {P2} = 0. .;
i =_._ Thus,
6
Fr;_-
It follows from equation (5 that
_ IX2u} = IPl IX4 (6)
where:
= 1!31= - [K__2]4 IK:j[__ (7)
i _;
1
In view of equations (6) and (7), we can now write equation (4)
as
i IX_4= 1131{X,} + {X_'} (8)
-q
L
. With equation (8) we can now write the transformation equation in the form
i:: 4
__._;. _ -_..
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l,Ir !!
i
ormore simply "r,,ll
IX}= I_1{Y}
00)
where:
r,,:_li_l=LT"!J (11) 'I
(2}
Applying the transformation (10) to the equation of motion (I), we obtain
[,y]'r [M] [3'1 {Y} + [_/]'r [C] ['y] I_'} + l"#]"r IN] ['y] {Y} = 1-#1w {F} (13) !
t.
Now equation (13) can be expanded by expressing each of the matrices in their partitioned forn_
and carrying out the multiplication of/he matrix triple products. The following equation is
obt.ained, i
• • I........ + -- I'!-'- + ..... = ...... (14) 1
.. -]
.......--.--...-.._ """ ....... " '_" "-- 1989019197-TSC05
"7 ....
. ,; where:
=_.:N IMl*d = [Mill + i[_1t tM_d + [MI;I l[_l.-l- lIB]t IM;2] liB] (15)
Ill,,
_ xi
_._ lM,*.q = [Ml,] + [Is]t 1M221 (16)
-_'!
-_': ; IM_,*d= IM2d + IM.,2]1131 (17)
t
---. i IM_,*.,I= IM;;I (18)
. -2
_' ! The partitions Ic*l and [Ki_lhave the same forllllas equations (15) through (18). That is
--::: +r
levi = [C,,1 + ll3lT Ic,.,l + tc,..I II_l + l_]T IC._:!ll_]
-.;7
- j/- .
"--- IK_',I= IK,,I+ _IT IK2,I+ IKL,I_I + l_It [K_'21II_l
--; etc.
Since the {Xt} displacements are known or prescribed, we need consider only the matrix
_'" equation rronl (14) describing the {X c} variable, that is
:.: Im_.*..I{Re} + IC*;I {X_'} + IK*I {Xc} = {F;} - [M_,*,I{_t,} - lC_] {X,} - [K_',] {X,}
" 09)
We can expand equation (19), replacingthe coefficient matrices by the relationshipsas described in
equations (15) through (18). Thus. equation(I9) becomes
- I¢_,tl {Xd - [C-I till {Xd - IK_.d{Xd - [K,.,.I[ill {Xd (20)
__.!
: In view o1'equation (7) the term [K:,.I [{3]{Xt} appearingin equation (20) can be simplified as
-; IK.,.q I1_1{X,} = - IK_,d{Xd (21)
Ii
J '°
± ............. TSC061989019197-
Now let us assume (for convenience sake) that the damping matrix, [el, is proportional_to the stiff-
ness matrix, i.e.,
[C] = _ [KI (22)
Substituting equat:ons-(2D and (22) into equation (20) yields
. tMnl {_c} + ten] {_c} + [Kn] {Xc} = {E.ft)}- tM2,]{R,}- Lmnl1!31{x,} (23)
The response of the discretely modeled structure subject to base motion excitation, {Xi}, and
applied forcing function, {F2(t)}, can be described by solution of equation (23) and its auxiliary
equation (8). It is interesting to note that the left side of equation (23) represents the structure with"
the base motion coordinates {X0} constrained to zero. The base motion excitation {Xf}, appears.in ......
the forcing function terms on the right side of equation (23).
Usually it is more convenient to solve the equations of motion in terms of modal or normal
coordinates rather than the discrete coordinates of equation (23). The transformation relating the
discrete coordinates and the normal coordinates is
{Xc} = [_bl{q} (24)
where
{q} = vector of normal coordinates
[_b] = transformation matrix
We choose i_] to be the modal matrix obtained from the eigenvalue analysis of .d
IMnl {_c} + IKnl {Xc} = 10} (25) ,{
4
That is, each colunm of Iqb] is an .eigenvector (mode shape) of equation (25).
Substituting equation (24) into equation (23) and premultiplying the resulting equation by
I4,1"r yields
3!
"---"- -- '..................... 1989019197-TSC07
[Meq-I (_} + 12t;,,,:,ltMeql {q} 4- Im2l lMeql '[q) - 1+1'r (,{F-,}- [M2tl {_t} - [M,,,:,]l_J_.{_,})
(26) ;+:
,4l"
where [M¢q], [2_to], and [co2] are diagonal matrice._given as (Ref. Hurry & Rubenstein)
[Mcq] = [_b]T [M2_] [d_]
[2[oJ] IMeql = [@]T [C2z] [d)]
[co2] [Mcq]_= [_b]T [K.,2] kb] ..... ,i
• Now equation (26)is a very convenient form for numerical solution. In view of equations (8) and
(24), the displacements {X2} can be determined as
{X2} = ll_L.{Xl}.t [¢].{q} (27)
Thus, the response of the discretely modeled structure subject to base motion excitation can also be.....
determined by evaluating equations (26) and (27).
._.i
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